BRIEF ON EUR/NAT STATES RESTRICTIONS DUE TO COVID-19
(Friday, 26 June 2020)

Disclaimer
Total:
26 NOTAMs
The purpose
of this Brief is for information. All operational stakeholders are requested to consult the
most up-to-date AIS publications.
The sources of this Brief are the NOTAM Summary published on EUROCONTROL Network
Operations Portal, the ICAO ISTARS Portal (NOTAMs issued by States explicitly including COVID-19
related information) and IATA travel centre (COVID-19) website.

Country

Status / Restriction

Albania

Flights to Albania are suspended;
- This does not apply to flights arriving from Austria, Greece and Serbia.
- This does not apply to flights operated by Air Albania (ZB) from/to Istanbul (IST).
- This does not apply to repatriation and emergency flights.
All flights to/from Algeria prohibited with exemptions granted for State ACFT, Cargo,
Medivac, Technical landing without pax disembarking, private purposes and repatriation
Apply the relevant Coronavirus (COVID-19) regulations of France or Spain, whichever
must be transited to enter Andorra.
All scheduled international pax flights are suspended
Entry of foreign citizens prohibited, some exemptions granted
Flights to-from China, Iran, Italy (Lombardy region), Belarus, Portugal, United
Kingdom, Sweden, Ukraine, Russia are prohibited; exemptions granted for cargo,
emergency, ambulance, ferry, repatriation flights
Pax entering Austria from Schengen area or from Andorra, Bulgaria, Ireland, Croatia,
Monaco, Romania, San Marino, The Vatican, UK or Cyprus have to provide med
certificate showing COVID-19 negative test not older than 4 days prior arrival
(exceptions for immediate transit pax). If med certificate can’t be presented a 14 days
quarantine must start if not immediate departure is foreseen;
These requirements also apply to Austrian, EEA/EU and Swiss citizens, their family,
legal Austrian residents or foreigners with Visa D issued by Austria or entitled to stay in
Austria on basis of residence permit or other form of legal residence;
Also apply to third country nationals who come from countries not mentioned above and
their families, diplomats and others.
Entry of third counties nationals others than EEA/EU and Swiss and outside EU and
Schengen area is prohibited with some exceptions.
Third country nationals are nationals of all countries except Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden as well as UK, Iceland,
Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland
Mandatory port of masks on board of aircraft except children up to the age of 6
Passenger procedures regarding declaration filing and medical certificates
LOGO PPR
LOWS, LOWK, LOWL, LOWG, LOWI availability
All international pax flights to/from Azerbaijan are restricted with exemptions granted
Resumption of int pax flights only after agreement of Government of Azerbaijan taking
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Belarus
Belgium

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus
Czechia

Denmark

into account epidemiology situation; wearing facial mask mandatory at airports;
compliance with social distance and other healthy regulations; max allowed number of
pax on arriving or departing flight is 150
Crew should send full pax list before arrival to Azerbaijan; all arriving pax should have
negative COVID-19 test not older than 48H; Azerbaijan citizens with no possession of
negative test will undergo 14 days quarantine; foreigners with no possession of negative
test prohibited to enter Azerbaijan and will be deported; some healthy checks will be
executed upon arrival on the Azerbaijan int airports
A completed awareness questionnaire must be presented upon arrival and passengers
must self-isolate for 14 days. This does not apply to passengers in transit.
EBBR- Pax flights will only be allowed to operate between 0400UTC and 2200UTC.
Airlines are required to respect given airport slots, outside these hours no handling
available, with exemptions granted
Foreign Pax prohibited to enter Bosnia and Herzegovina except Serbian, Croatian and
Montenegrin pax and other exemptions granted
Requirements based on EASA SIB 2020-02
All arriving pax and crew must complete a public health pax locator form (PLF)
Foreign pax prohibited to enter Bulgaria, exemptions granted
Air operators are allowed to transport pax when transit to return to their country of origin
for the following cases: EU citizens including San Marino, Andorra, Monaco, Vatican
and their family members;
Non-EU and third countries citizens and their family when holding long term residence
permit for the same states as above when returning to their country of residence;
Citizens of Serbia, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Turkey when returning to their
country of residence which citizens they are;
immediate departure from Bulgaria must be guaranteed
Special regime for aircraft crew
Actions to be taken when arriving in Croatia (PLF and other requirements)
TCO must follow EASA safety directive (SD Nr. 2020-002)
Border crossing allowed to all Croatian citizens and citizens of the following countries:
Austria, Czech republic, Estonia, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Slovakia, Slovenia while implementing the instructions and measures of the Croatian
Institute for public health;
All EU, UK citizens as well as the citizens of Schengen area and Schengen associated
states including the third county nationals with long term resident permit or long term
visa holders and their families will be allowed to return to their domicile; exceptions
granted
All flight restrictions to/from Cyprus removed; AOs to familiarise themselves with
procedures for health protocol published on IATA TIMATIC
All civil flights, including GA, to/from Schengen area to/from Czech Rep allowed to all
airports in Czech Republic; pilots to send forms as required 12 hours before operation
except if flying to LKPR, LKTB, LKKV, LKMT, LKPD
LKPO availability
Non-Danish citizens will not be allowed to enter the Denmark and Greenland unless they
have clear reason, exemptions granted
Foreign training military flights prohibited (Except from Germany and Norway) in
Danish military installations, exemptions granted
EKVJ closed for public access
Closed (exemptions granted): EKKA
EKAH, EKGF PPR
Greenland: Non-scheduled flights from abroad to contact AFIS BGAA prior to
departure (BGBW, BGSF, BGQQ, BGUK, BGUQ, BGJN, BGAA, BGSS, BGMQ,
BGGH, BGPT, BGCO, BGKK)
Overnight stays accepted only for technical reasons
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Estonia
Finland

France

Georgia

Germany

Greece

EERA available with the observance of the restrictions imposed by the Estonian
government
Int flights prohibited except flights to-from and Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, other exemptions granted (NOTAM A1720/20)
Temporary exemption procedure to NOTAM A1720/20 for operators concerning flights
picking/returning pax to their home countries using direct int flights also to/from other
airports than Helsinki, Turku and Mariehamn
EFOU, EFTP, EFTU GA flight restrictions and regulations
EFKU GA and training regulations
France maintains controls at its external borders and restricts travel. Travel to
metropolitan France from all counties, except EU (except Spain until 21JUN) and
Andorra, Iceland, Lichtenstein, Monaco, Norway, San Marino, Switzerland, UK and the
Holy See, shall be authorized only for the reason given in the doc ‘Attestation de
deplacement international derogatoire vers la France Metropolitaine’;
Quarantine or isolation measures in case of symptoms suggesting COVID-19 infection;
failure to provide documentation required results in denied boarding; air carrier might
require temperature check-failure to comply may result in denied boarding;
Face masks mandatory for pax older than 11 years;
Air carriers to inform pax of related requirements, hygienic measures and provides
access to water and soap points or hydro alcoholic gel dispensers.
LFOB, LFLC, LFLS, LFKC, LFMH, LFML, LFMP, LFMT, LFTH availability
LFRH closed with exemptions provided
LFQQ flight restrictions and availability
LFBI all VFR and IFR trainings limited
LFBH 48h PPR for international extra-Schengen and intra-Schengen flights
LFMU restrictions
International scheduled flights to/from Georgia prohibited, exemptions granted
Foreign pax restrictions, exemptions granted
Airlines are obliged to return home people with denied entry
Crew requirements
All Non-EU nationals are prohibited to enter Germany for non-essential travel; return to
their domicile states allowed for EU, Schengen and Schengen associated States citizens
and their long term residents; other exemptions granted
Pax should wear face masks in all terminal buildings and should be informed about the
procedures before landing
Flights from Iran prohibited to land in Germany
VFR restriction will take place for: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE,
EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM, EDDN
EDAH, EDDR, EDGS, EDJA, EDKM, EDKV, EDLF, EDVE, EDVK, EDXJ
availability;
EDDE closed
EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDJA, EDLV, EDLW, EDVE, EDWG, EDWL, EDXJ, EDXN
PPR;
EDLP closed to international flights with exemptions granted;
EDCP closed with exemptions;
EDDF - All long haul arrivals to comply with social distancing regulations and other
regulations;
EDTL all cross border flights from FR, CH, AT, IT, ES and DK 2HR PPR
Commercial flights to-from Turkey and the UK are prohibited with exemptions granted
All international flights, commercial and GA/BA are permitted only to LGAV and LGTS
flights to other aerodromes suspended, exemptions granted
All pax arriving from Non-EU countries are prohibited to enter Greece; some exemptions
granted
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Hungary

Iceland
Ireland

Israel

Italy

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

Latvia

Foreign pax restrictions with exemptions granted
LHDC, LHNY closed with exemptions granted
LHPR closed for all inbound int flights with exemptions
LHLI closed
LHUD training operations limited to Hungarian citizens with exemptions
BIHU available only during limited operational hours
Pax restrictions for entering Iceland
EIKN closed
EINN availability (operational hours)
EIWF strictly PPR for non-based aircraft
EISG strictly PPR for GA and other restrictions
Pax from any other countries are prohibited to enter the country; exemptions granted
All international flights arriving to Israel permitted to land only at Tel Aviv Ben Gurion
airport
All flights arriving/departing to/from Italy must comply with the requirements of the
Decree of the President of the ministerial council of 11 June 2020
All flights from/to Italy must comply with ENAC doc N. 57190 from 12JUN2020 and
51694 from 26 MAY 2020
All flights arriving/departing to/from Italy must comply with the requirements of the
Decree of the minister of infrastructures and transport and minister of health Nr 245 of
14JUN2020 on the following aerodromes; LIEA, LIPY, LIBD, LIME, LIPE, LIBR,
LIEE, LICC, LIRQ, LIMJ, LICA, LICD, LIMC, LIRN, LIEO, LICJ, LICG, LIMP,
LIBP, LIRP, LIRA, LIRF, LIMF, LIPZ and LIPX, commercial flights, aerotaxi and
general aviation flights allowed.
Specific requirements for aerotaxi on all remaining airports; cargo flights and postal
service are allowed on all remaining airports;
GA activity and commercial flights on demand not permitted on LIRF from 0401 to 2059
LIBC, LIBG, LICR, LIDL, LIDU, LILA, LILI, LILM, LIML, LIMZ, LIRI, LIRJ closed
with exemptions granted
LIPH, LIPO closed
LIMP AD admin and handling not provided
LIPB, LIRZ GA activities and aerotaxi allowed only if meet all requirements
LIDA, LIDB, LIDG, LIDR, LIDH, LIDP, LIPD, LIPF, LIPG, LIPN, LIPU, LIPM, LIPV,
LIRU, LIRV, LIRL, LIQN traffic subject to limitations
LIMC – all commercial pax flights will be operated from Terminal 2; Terminal 1 closed
for handling operations and crew transit
LIBR availability of health and sanitation services
Airports are closed for international flights;
This does not apply to flights arriving from China (People's Rep.), Georgia, Japan,
Korea (Rep.), Thailand or Turkey.
Crew is obliged to report for any suspicion of COVID-19 on board
Flights to Kyrgyzstan are suspended
UCFM, UCFO airports are closed to all inbound international flights due to covid-19
infection prevention. This restriction does not affect the following flights:
1. Aircraft in state of emergency
2. Cargo flights
3. Technical landing
4. Humanitarian/medevac/repatriation flights
This decision is valid until the official cancellation.
Int pax flights shall not be operated to the countries with high COVID-19 levels with
exemptions granted
Pax coming from countries with high COVID-19 levels prohibited to enter or cross
Latvia with exemptions granted
Instructions regarding potentially sick people detected on board of pax flight
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Lithuania

Luxembourg
Malta

Moldova
Monaco
Montenegro

Morocco

Netherlands

North
Macedonia

Norway

Poland
Portugal

Foreign pax not allowed to enter and transit Lithuania with some exemptions;
Passengers allowed to enter must arrive at Vilnius (VNO), Kaunas (KUN), Palanga
(PLQ) or Siauliai (SQQ);
Transit through Lithuania is possible only for passengers traveling in groups on their
way back to their country of residence. They must be escorted to the international border
crossing points;
Airline crew must be in isolation until their departure, but no longer than 14 days.
Passengers are not allowed to enter Luxembourg until 30 June 2020, with exemptions
granted.
All pax to/from Malta to/from all countries prohibited; exemptions granted.
An order of a travel ban on persons to/ from Malta to and from all countries, exceptions
are cargo flights, ferry flights, humanitarian flights, and repatriation flights.
Operators shall obtain prior approval from the Malta Civil Aviation Directorate before
any operations.
LMML aerodrome restrictions
All flights/pax permitted under conditions stipulated by the CAA;
General requirements for pax and crew
Same passengers’ restrictions as France.
All pax coming from States in the list published by the Institute for public health of
Montenegro are allowed to enter Montenegro
LYPG and LYTV are open for international traffic, but only flights coming from states in
the list published by the Institute for public health of Montenegro with exemptions
granted
LYPG availability
All international flights to/from Morocco suspended; with exceptions granted for over
flights and cargo
All private flights to/from Morocco prohibited; VIP flights required authorization
All pax operators should communicate pax info list (PIL) to Moroccan to Moroccan
authorities for all flights after 1 March 2020
If suspected cases of COVID-19 on any pax flight to/from Morocco, this must be
communicated to appropriate ATC unit
All Non-Schengen nationals are prohibited to enter Netherlands; exemptions granted
Physical distancing measures, with exemptions
Pax general recommendations and restrictions and message broadcast on-board
EHRD radar control service hours; approach remains available
EHTW closed for GA visiting aircraft
EHEH PPR
EHGG, EHTE availability
Foreign pax not allowed to enter North Macedonia with some exemptions
Pax declarations, crew declarations
LWSK closed with exemptions granted, limited availability
LWSK APP/TWR service hours modified, outside new hours PPR required
Lwoh closed
Foreign pax not allowed to enter the country, except for visitors from Finland, Iceland,
Greenland, the Faroe Island, Gotland, the Aaland Islands and Denmark.
Exceptions granted for EEA citizens, family members who reside in Norway;
Airports open for international flights enabling people leaving Norway
General use of AVINOR operated aerodromes suspended outside opening hours
ENTO airport availability
ENHD closed for foreign traffic
Until 30 June 2020 flights from UK, Sweden, Portugal and outside the areas referred
above are banned with exemptions granted
Flights to/from Italy and Spain are prohibited with exemptions
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Romania

Russian
Federation

San Marino
Serbia
Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Flights from/to Non-EU countries are prohibited. Exempted are Iceland, Norway,
Switzerland, Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Sao Tome and Principe,
Canada, South Africa, United Kingdom, USA, Venezuela, Brazil; and other exemptions
All military flights, crew and pax scheduled to LPLA isolated 14 days within the
confines of a Portuguese airbase; stopover time limited to crew rest
All pax and crew landing at and Madeira airports will be subject to 14 days quarantine
LPBR, LPMU closed with exemptions granted
LPCS, LPVL availability
LPPM limited to domestic flights
LPSC, LPSO, LPVZ operational restrictions with exemptions
Flights between to/from Belgium, French overseas territories, Iran, UK, Netherlands,
Spain, USA, Turkey are prohibited; exemptions granted
All aircraft operators are allowed to perform non-scheduled flights as follows:
to carry out seasonal workers or repatriation of foreign pax from Romania to any other
states;
for repatriation of Romania citizens;
to carry workers in the transportation domain
all PPR
All foreign pax prohibited to enter Russian Federation till 0000 30 JUNE 2020 (local
time) with exemptions granted
In compliance with flow stipulations: pax only arrive to Moscow to Sheremetyevo int
airport where total number of pax no more than 500 per 24H; arrival of pax to airports
located in other subjects of Russian Fed no more than 200 pax per 24H
All permissions for non-scheduled pax flights to Russian Federation with arrival to the
aforementioned locations after 0000 at 31.03.2020 are revoked, with exemptions granted
Same passengers’ restrictions as Italy.
Information relevant for prevention and protection and sanitary measures
All international flights to/from Slovakia are prohibited except Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Montenegro, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greece, Croatia,
Iceland, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Latvia, Hungary, Malta, Monaco, Germany, Norway,
Poland, Austria, Slovenia or Switzerland and other exemptions granted
Crew is obliged to report for any suspicion of COVID-19 on board
Border control at all int airports
LZSL PPR
All international flights should land first at LJLJ, LJMB or LJPZ
Information on restrictions and exemptions published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
All workers involved in international transport should present a certificate for int
transport workers when entering Slovenia
Internal air-border control with Portugal re-established
AOs requirements when operating to Balearic Islands flights related to the safe tourist
corridor concept
Third country nationals not allowed with exemptions granted
Pax flights departing from any airport outside EU and Schengen associated states and
arriving in Spain shall use only LEBL, GCLP, LEMD, LEMG, LEPA/LESJ, LEZL,
LEMH, LEIB, GCRR, GCFV, GCTS, LEAL, LEVC, LEXJ, LEBB with exemptions
Wearing of protective mask mandatory on board of aircraft and for workers in contact
with travellers
LEAB, LEAM, LEAS, LECO, LEGR, LEIB, LELC, LELN, LERJ, LERS, LESA,
LEVD, LEVX and GEML availability/ operational changes
All pax prohibited to enter Sweden, except pax from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
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Switzerland

Tajikistan
Tunisia

Turkey

Turkmenistan

Ukraine

United
Kingdom

Switzerland, UK; exemptions granted
Foreign Pax not allowed to enter Switzerland; exemptions granted
LSZN OPS restrictions
LSGE, LSZB availability
LSZH available as alternate with limited ground handling
All International departure/arrival from/to aerodromes of Tajikistan are suspended
All international flights to/from Tunisian airports prohibited; exemptions granted for
emergency, HUM, medical, relief, repatriation, overflights, alternate aerodromes
identified in the flight plan, technical flights without disembarking, cargo and other
safety related operations flight
All flights, regardless of the seat configuration, will be allowed from/to any Turkish
Aerodromes with the following conditions:
I. All passengers have to wear masks during any time at the airport and on board
II. All arriving passengers will be asked to fill the passenger locator forms during the
flight.
III. All arriving passengers will be examined and will be tested if they have any
symptoms. Passengers shall be informed by the operators beforehand and during flight.
IV. Passengers with positive test result, will not be deported, being treated.
V. The flight permissions to be granted for the countries will be coordinated with the
Ministry of Health.
VI. Operators shall meet the requirements published by the Turkish DGCA on airport
and airline pandemic guidelines for all flights.
Flights to Turkmenistan are suspended. This does not apply to repatriation flights of
nationals and residents of Turkmenistan and technical stops if airline crew do not
disembark the aircraft;
Passengers are required to have a health report from the health organizations of the
country they are arriving from. The report must show that they have undergone the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) check and been tested negative.
Mandatory self-isolation for 14 days
General – safety directive on COVID-19
UKKK when arriving, the aircraft operator should report the epidemiological situation
of board
Various requirements for OPS into UK and at individual airports
All pax landing in UK should be briefed by the crew on COVID-19 symptoms
Bailiwick and Jersey: non essential travel not permitted and 14 days quarantine; other
requirements with exemptions
EGLL/EGKK - All arriving international flights required to provide 2 hrs prior to arrival
an inflight update, including NIL reports, about potentially symptomatic pax
EGAB, EGCK, EGEF, EGEO, EGEY, EGEL, EGFA, EGFD, EGFF, EGFH, EGMD,
EGNC, EGNH, EGNW, EGPA, EGSF, EGTB, EGTK closed with exemptions granted
EGAC, EGAE, EGBE, EGBN, EGBO, EGBS, EGCB, EGCC, EGCN, EGDY, EGHE,
EGHH, EGHI, EGHR, EGHQ, EGJB, EGJJ, EGGD, EGGP, EGKH, EGKK, EGLC,
EGLD, EGNE, EGNJ, EGNM, EGNO, EGNT, EGNX, EGUL, EGPB, EGPC, EGPE,
EGPI, EGPL, EGPO, EGPU, EGSH, EGTE, EGTF, EGTR, EGTU, EGVP, EGWU,
EGXE availability
EGED, EGEN, EGEP, EGER, EGES, EGEW closed to all recreational flights with
exemptions
EGFE closed for non-essential traffic
EGTO closed to GA with exemptions
EGAD, EGBN, EGBJ, EGCJ, EGEC, EGET, EGJA, EGJB, EGJJ, EGKH, EGMC,
EGPB, EGPC, EGPE, EGPI, EGPN, EGPT PPR
EGLL single runway operations
EGPF instrument procedure requirements
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Uzbekistan

EGUN crew/pax restrictions
EGEC GA limited to local based aircrafts only
EGBK, EGCJ, EGCW, EGCM closed for aircraft requiring the use of a licensed AD
All arriving flights will be subject to 20 nm spacing on approach from other traffic as
directed by ATC. This is to support passenger social distancing measures within the
arrival terminal. Arriving crews may be subject to on stand delay in passenger
disembarkation in support of social distancing measures in force in the UK;
EGNX – requirements for pax flights
Partially resumed charter pax and cargo flights to/from Uzbekistan with following
conditions:
Pax arriving from red zone states will be placed in 14 days quarantine; pax arriving from
yellow zone will be sent 14 days self-isolation; pax arriving from green zone will pass
med examinations at the airport and then be allowed to enter the country freely;
Special procedures for the rest of the crew
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